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Summer Cooking Courses
1.Teenagers who are 14-18 years old //like to cook
2. ii)pay for the food they make
3)i) you can learn to prepare
4)Teach the cooking courses
Choose the best food
5)free dinner at one of the best restaurants in the city.

Teenagers Want To Work
6)ii)How hard it was for them to find work.
v)Where they could get help.
7)NO
8)He had his own business
9)Because her business was very successful.
10)He had to decide everything by himself.
11)It makes them feel more responsible//It prepares them for the future.

MODULE B
Carol's Advice Column
1.iii)why he is tired all day long.
2)i)to give an example of his problem.
3)He gets angry with his friends and family.
4.ii)seven hours of sleep are not enough.
5.i)it is difficult for teenagers to get enough sleep.
6)Nick should read a book//take a warm shower.
Nick should not watch TV//use his computer.
7)To start the school day one hour later in the morning.

MODULE C
Some Good News About Chatting Online
1)iii)meet their friends less than teenagers in the past.
2)ii)The way teenagers interact with each other.
3)iv)may have a negative effect on school work.
4)cannot learn online.
5)It is the result of communicating online.
6)They are used to short messages so it is difficult for them to pay attention
during class.
7)The same as their parents: They have as many friends as their parents
when they were young.
Different from their parents: They make their friends online.

MODULE D
Understanding Your Pet
1)iv)Why it is good to own a pet.
vi)Why the book was written.
2)Dr.Turner explains why exotic pets don't let their owners know they are
sick.//show any signs of disease
3)A comparison is made between domestic animals // dogs and cats and
exotic pets.
4)iii)punishment doesn't always work.
5)By rewarding it for good behavior.
6)ii)Why he likes the book.
7)iii)if you have a pet.
8)It will teach you to recognize signs of illness//recognize the pet's
needs//understand your pet better.

MODULE E
Where Is The End Of The Line?
1)i)Who is interested in the subject.
v)How it influences customers' opinions
2)From all the studies mentioned we learn why people get upset//get
annoyed while waiting in line.
3)People walk out of the lines before they are served.//People judge the
service negatively.
4)Many airports have only one line //Customers take a number.
5)To keep the people entertained while they wait.
6)iii)What their purpose is.
7)The wait is shorter than they expected.
8)iv)They don't solve the real problem.

MODULE F
Understanding Your Pet
1)i)How pets affect their owners.
iv)Why the book was written.
2)It is dangerous for animals in the wild to behave in a way that indicates
their illness //show any obvious indication of disease.
As a result ,their owners can't tell from their behavior that they are ill//can't
know whether or not they are ill.//are less likely to seek medical treatment for
such animals.
3)ii)pet owners don't know enough about discipline.
4)The use of punishment is compared to the use of reward.
5)The writer of the review explains why he likes the book.//recommends
the book.
6)iii)if you have a pet.

MODULE G
The New Face Of Knowledge
1)i) Their form
2) He explains why
line.

the E.B (the company) quickly took steps to reinvent itself on

3) It's free of charge
4) iii) They aren't very happy about it.
5) They are constantly updated/ They update material on a regular basis.
6) It makes the encyclopedia popular
7) ii) They will be aimed at fewer buyers.

